

## Commands and Exclamations

### A
Write the correct end mark for each sentence. Label each sentence *command* or *exclamation*.

1. How important manners are __________
2. Always thank your friends after they help you __________
3. Use the word *please* when asking for something __________
4. Hold the door for the person behind you __________
5. Never talk when someone else is talking __________
6. How annoying that is __________

### B
7–15. Anna’s poster has three missing capital letters and six incorrect or missing end marks. Use proofreading marks to correct the poster.

**Example:** How annoying bad telephone manners are!

---

**Telephone Manners**

- Be polite and friendly.
- *say* your name clearly
- Listening carefully is a must
- how rude it is to chew gum on the telephone.
- *speak* slowly
- Do not shout into the phone!
- Hang up the receiver quietly

(continued)
Unscramble the letters in the robot to make words. Match these words to the correct sentence parts to make commands and exclamations.

ROBOT UNRAVEL

1. hwta _____ oil my wires
2. lesaep _____ a mess I am
3. ho _____ my switch is broken
4. leacn _____ wonderful I look
5. sue _____ the right tools
6. rethe _____ are so many parts to fix
7. ohw _____ my rusty clamps

Now write the completed commands and exclamations. Use capital letters and end marks correctly.

1. _______________________
2. _______________________
3. _______________________
4. _______________________
5. _______________________
6. _______________________
7. _______________________

Writing Application: A Journal

Suppose that you are teaching your new pet to behave. Write at least three commands and two exclamations that tell how you would train your pet. Be sure to use capital letters and end marks correctly.